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ABSTRACT

This paper presants an overview of the
maintenance considerations for next-generation
fusion reactors. It draws upon the work done
at the Fusion Engineering Des.'gn Center over
the past several years as well as the work of
others In the United States and abroad. It
specifically addresses the maintenance
philosophy adopted for these devices,
configuration design using modular components,
maintenance operations, and equipment. In
addition, the status of fusion development in
the United States, Europe, and Japan is
reviewed.

INTRODUCTION

The first generation of reactors designed
to use deuterium-tritium (DT) fuel began
preliminary operations during the past two
years. These are the Tokamak Fusion Test
Reactor (TFTR) at Princeton Plasma Physics
Laboratory and the Joint European Torus (JET)
at Culhan Laboratory. These devices, although
used primarily for plasma physics research,
mark the beginning of the need for remote
handling techniques and equipment for
maintenance due to modest neutron-induced
activation. Next-generation devices may be
considerably larger and have higher activation
levels that will require their designs to be
intimately tied to the need for remote
disassembly and maintenance operations. Since
the earlier studies of reactor concepts such
as the Engineering Power Reactor at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL) and The Next Step2

at ORNL, Argonne National Laboratory, and GA
Technologies, Inc., configuration designs
based on the maintainability of large,
activated tokamaks have evolved. This is dus,
in part, to fusion reactor maintainability
studies^' that provided the first serious

investigations of the impact of maintenance on
configuration, equipment requirements, and
devlca downtime.

The mainline designs for next-generation
devices in tne U.S. Fusion Program are
tokamaks and tandem mirrors. Development of
both concepts has considered scheduled and
unscheduled maintenance operations, assembly
and disassembly scenarios for component
replacements, and operating availability.
Design studies for the Fusion Engineering
Device (FED),5, the International Tokamak
Reactor (INTOR), and an upgrade to the Mirror
Fusion Test Facility (MFTF-a*T )' have Been
based on these considerations and indicate
that designs that are reasonably maintainable
can be developed.

Figure 1 is a diametric view of the FED
tokamak conceptual design. The cryostat dome
la raised, and one torus sector and its
peripheral modular components have been
removed. The boom-mounted manipulator is
representative of one type of general-purpose
maintenance equipment, and the figure of the
person indicates the relative scale of this
reactor design. Figure 2 is an isometric view
of the MFTF-a»T tandem mirror concept. In
this figure, a crane-mounted manipulator is
shown for general-purpose remote operations.

These design studies were also used to
define the requirements for maintenance
equipment systems composed of various
manipulators, transporters, contamination
containment structures, cranes, and inspection
systems. A number of design concepts were
developed to assess equipment costs and
feasibility using present technology. It has
been concluded that present and nea.~tern
future technology is sufficient for equipment
development and wii. meet the needs for
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Fiji. I. FED reference configuration.

Fig. 2. MFTF-OT reference configuration.



reactor maintenance, provided t&at th« reactor
designs accommodate the requirements and
limitations of the equlpaent.

REACTOR CONCEPTS

Tokaaaks and tandem alrpors have
considerable geometric differences. Tokamtks
are toroidal devices with essentially all of
the magnet colls external to and surrounding
the plasma vacuum chamber. The peripheral
components arc arranged radially around the
device and Interface with the torus in the
open area between the toroidal field (TF)
colls, as shown in Fig. 1. The central region
of the device where the TF coils are nested
together is virtually inaccessible. Tandem
mirrors are linaar devices, with Hi of the
coils located within the plasma chamber. The
peripheral components are located radially
along the length of the dtvice, and external
access Is generally more available on these
linear machines, as shown in Fig. 3.

The two designs h»v« common maintenance
problems In that the structures within the
shield boundary are highly activated
(10° rad/h at the surface that views the
plasma), nodular components are large (many
will weigh several hundred tonnea), and
virtually all components requiring replacement
will be contaminated with tritium. Therefore,
for both designs, large crane systems and
heavy-capacity transporters are required;
decontamination facilities are needed; and
large maintenance hot cells are part of the
facility design.

Tokamak configuration development during
the past six years has Included certain
features to enhance maintenance and
disassembly, and these have generally been the
baais for all present designs. These features
include (1) establishing the number and size
of the TF colls tc permit the removal of one
torus sector Tor each coll using straight-line
radial motion; (2) designing peripheral
components such as llmlters and divertora,
test modules, rf and neutral-beam heating,
fueling, and diagnostics as modules with
flaneed interfaces to the plasma chamber to
penalt independent removal of these systems;
(3) locating the pololdal field (PF) coils
above and below these component Interfaces JO
that modules, Including torus sectors, can be
Independently removed without aoving PF coll;.-;
and (1) locating all superconducting TF and PF
coils within a common cryostat. The sane
modular approach has been applied to the
linear arrangement of the mirrors.

MAINTENANCE PHILOSOPHY

The maintenance philosophy most widely
adopted Is basfd on allowing personnel access
to the reactor cell 24 h after device
shutdown. This Is accomplished by shielding
the plasma chamber to attenuate gamma
radiation Induced In th* structures by 14-MeV
neutrons. This shield Is In addition to that
needed to protect device components such as
the superconducting colls, and it limit*
surface dose rates to 2.5 aren/h if the shield
m a i n s in place when personnel are present.
Remotely operated equlpsant Is required for
operations that remove device components or,
in general, that expose the reactor cell to
tha highly activated and tritiated interior of
the plasma chamber.

The 2.5-mr<tm/h dose rate is the most
common shield design requirement and assumes
that a worker may spend up to too h annually
at a shield surface without exceeding the as
low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) guideline
of worker dose limit. This is one-fifth of
the maximum permissible exposure.

Originally, the 2.5-mrem/h dose rate was
established as an acceptable level for
personnel access by dividing the maximum
permissible annual dose to workers9 (5 rem) by
a standard working year (approximately
2000 i>). This approach does not account for
the ALARA requirement, and further
consideration of a work year indicates that
1100 h is the maximum time available for
worker operations next to the device. In an
attempt to satisfy ALARA, the one-fifth design
objective has been adopted (I.e., 1 rem per
year), whien limits workers to SCO n at a
shield boundary that has an activation of 2.5
mrem/h. Maintenance studies indicate Chat
this may be reasonable for devices with an
availability of 25-50J.

Sufficient shielding is provided by a
shield made of stainless steel and water with
a thickness between 120 and 160 cm. This
reduces the dose rate at the shield boundary
to 2.5 mrem/'n, 2'J n after device snutdown.
Approximately 1 d is required after shutdown
to allow the radionuclldas of manganese to
decay, after which the long-lived
radionuclldes of cobalt contribute to the
surface dose rate.

REACTOR ASSEMBLE AND MAINTENANCE

Modular designs were developed for all
subsystem components to permit Independent
replacements. For example, the pumped
limiter /diver tor or a test module can be
removed without removing th« torus sector, and
any module is removable without disturbing
other component modules. This is shown in



Fig. 1. The sain benefit of this approach is
the enhancement of total device availability,
sine* downtime 13 a function of the number of
components that otust be renoved and
reinstalled. The largest- tokjaik module la
the torus sector shown In Fig. 1, weighing 375
tonnes and •ensuring 7 « 5 > « a. The
smallest module in the s u e figure Is C*e test
•odule, weighing 10-20 tonnes and measuring
; . I . 1.5 «.

Access to all modules is through the open
areas between the TF colls. Vacuum flange
connections, coolant lines, electrial
connections, and Instrumentation must be
designed for operations that utilize remote
handling equipment such as manipulator systems
(even thougn these operations may be done vuth
personnel), and right-of-way access must be
provided for both contact and remote methods
of disassembly.

The development of a configuration design
also considers the initial assembly of the
device in its modular component arrangement.
Clearly, if the device can be assembled in a
modular hierarchy, subsequent disassembly of
components Is simplified. Figure 3 shows
assembly/ disassembly of the U.S. INTOR
design. The modularity of a tandem mirror
design Is shown in Fig. 4. Center-cell and
end-cell coafonents are removed through
various hatches using overhead cranes and
manipulators.

Maintenance operations can be classified
as scheduled (I.e.. they are expected and
planned for) or unscheduled (I.e., they are
unexpected but planned for). For exasple, the
annual replacement of llniter/dlvertor Modules
is a scheduled operation; the removal of a
torus sector is an unscheduled operation. The
replacement of permanent structures, such as a
TF coil, Is another class of operation. The
TF coll is a high-reliability, lifetime
cooporsnt; Its replacement frequency may ae
considered analogous to that of the pressure
vessel n a fission or fossil fuel plant.

The components that are considered to
require scheduled maintenance or replacement
are the llmiters (or divertors), rf heating
and fueling components, test modules, pumps,
and certain coils on tandem mirrors. All
other components may be considered So require
unscheduled operations if failures occur.
Figure 5 is an elevation section of the end
cell of a mirror concept. It shows the
internal arrangement of major components, the
main overhead crane, and one of several test-
cell manipulators.

Remote maintenance operations are depicted
for the tokamak in Figs. 6-9. Figures 6 and 7
show remote operations on the external
structure of the reactor using crane-mounted
manipulators and a mobile manipulator.
Figures 8 and 9 show a mobile manipulator and
transporter engaged in operations that are
external and inr.vrnal to the reactor.

Fig. 3. Assembly/disassembly of a large tokamak reactov.



Fig. 4. Modularity of a tandem mirror
design.

assessments of reaote handling technology and
robot!sa support this conclusion.

Pig. 6. Disassembly of PF coll structure.

Fig. 5. Elevation of tandem mirror end cell.

MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

Remote maintenance equipment concepts have
been developed for some of tne major component
replacements. These include manipulator
systems, transporters, welders and cutters,
and lifing fixtures. The FEP report' Includes
some of these equipment designs, which are
base,, on the requirements for sector removal
and in-vessel manipulator operations.

In 1980, work on equipment concepts was
started at the Fusion Engineering Design
Center CFEDC) at ORNL with a two-part
workshop that assembled experts In remote
handling from laboratories and Industry. The
conclusion at that tine was that existing
technology and equipment could be modified fc:-'
fusion reactor maintenance. More recent

Fig. 7. Disassembly of lower TF coil
structure.

A number of design studies have been used
to define the requirements for maintenance
equipment systems composed of various
manipulators, transporters, contamination
containment structures, cranes, and inspection
systems. Equipment design concepts have been
developed to assess costs and feasibility
using present technology. It has been
concluded that present-day &nd near-term
technology is sufficient for equipment
development and will meet the needs for
reactor maintenance, provided the reactor



designs take into account tht requirements and
limitations of tht equipment.11 Most
rtctntly, this conclusion uas supported by tht
work for INTOR, which included a data base
assessment of remote handling technology. Tht
technology bast for maintaining fusion
reactors exists, particularly for equlpatnt
utilizing the man-machine Interface. The
development work under Feldnan at ORNL, Vertut
at CEA (Franca), and Raimondi at Culham
represents remote equipment that can be and is
being applied to reactor maintenance
problems.

Fig. 8. Disassembly of torus sector
Interfaces.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRESS

The mainline design for next-generation
devices is t/ie tokaoak concept, which is being
developed internationally by fusion programs
in the United States, the European Community,
Japan, and the U.S.S.R. Since two of the
tokamaks now operating (the TFTR at Princeton
and the JET at Culnam) will become mildly
activated by the end of trie decade, programs
to develop manipulator? and other remotely
operated equipment are under way. As the
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory a boom-
mounted, teleoperated manipulator system for
plasma chamber maintenance has been under
development. At Culhao Laboratory, a similar
manipulator system is in place, 2 and remotely
operated welding *nd cutting equipment has
been successfully optrattd along with remote

Fig. 9. Disassembly of an rf antsnna.

The TFTR and JET have oeen operating for
approximately two years. Their missions are
primarily to expand the understanding of
physics in order to achieve the conditions Tor
break-even operation. A similar Japanese
reactor, JT-6O, began operation in 1935.

The Japanese and European fusion programs
are planning for hien-joower-level, large,
power-producing reactors •' as next steps.
Inese are comparable in size to the reactor
shown in Fig. 1. The U.S. program has adopted
an approach that requires an intermediate step
beiween TFTR and a high-power-level reactor.
Efforts are under way for !;he conceptual
design of a compact ignition torus (CITJ that
demonstrates the characteristics or the large
reactors but at a significantly lower cost.
Figure 10 is an elevation view of one of
several designs now under development.

plasm; chamber inspection systems 13



rig. 10. A concept for tne Compact Ignition Torus.

CONCLUSION AMD CLOSING REMARKS

Maintenance considerations for next-
gf;r.aratlon DT-fueled reactors nave a major
impact on tne development of these designs.
Studies of component replacement for both
tokamaks and airnra have shown the
significance of maintenance and disassembly
considerations in achieving device
availability, including the advantages of
having limited personnel access. Maintenance
equipment concepts have been developed, and
there IJ general agreement that existing
remote handling technology is sufficient to
solve remote handling problems; however,
development and demonstration are still
required.

The development of fusion power as an
aternative source of energy is a long-range
endeavor that has many challenging problems
dealing with remote handling. The projection

of manned intervention into the Hostile
operating environment by means of teleopernted
machines with human decision making and
robotic devices with artificial intelligence
will provide tne solutions for maintaining
these future energy sources. Clearly, the
advances in remote handling technology
foreseen for application in fission power,
space exploration, and deeo-s«a exploration
will benefit fusion. Reastors that will
operate in the next decade will rely on
advances in human factors engineering and on
the development of intelligent systems and
training systems technology, all in support of
robotics and teleoperations.
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